The Warmists have not given up.
There is a grave danger that a coalition of “Baptists and Bootleggers” will
manage to foist a disguised carbon ration and tax scheme on us by stealth.
Please spread this around.
And be careful who you vote for.
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A Carbon “Price” means a Carbon “Tax”.
The Carbon Sense Coalition today called for an end to deceptive advertising regarding
Global Warming Policies.
The Chairman of “Carbon Sense”, Mr Viv Forbes, said that those calling for a “Price on
Carbon” should speak the truth and call it a “Tax on the Production of Carbon Dioxide”.
“Similarly the CPRS (Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme) had nothing to do with pollution
but everything to do with imposing taxes and rationing on economic activity.”
Forbes explained:
“The new green mantra chants: “We need a price on carbon”.
“Carbon is the most useful substance on earth and there is already a price on every product
containing carbon – coal and oil, bread and butter, beef and bacon, oil and ethanol, beer
and whisky, coffee and tea, cotton and wool, diesel and fire wood, methane and carbon
dioxide, petrol and rubber - all are carbon products with an established market price.
“Those who chatter about “a price on carbon” are hiding their real aim which is to reduce
human activity by taxing the release of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. The Office of Fair
Trading should be investigating this deceptive election advertising.
“If this tax attempted to cover all releases of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere it would
indeed be “A Monster New Tax”.
“Every man and beast, every car and train, every ship and plane, every cement plant and
blast furnace, every power station using coal, oil or gas, every wood stove and gas
barbeque, every swamp and termite nest – all emit carbon dioxide and thus recycle carbon.
Carbon feeds, powers and clothes our world. Any attempt to stop that is suicidal.
“Every producer of carbon products is already taxed – income tax and payroll tax, royalties
and resource rent tax, excise and levies, permits and quotas.
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“Another carbon tax would just add to the costs of everything, increase poverty, bloat the
bureaucracy and send more jobs to China. The only people promoting more taxes on
carbon are the anti-growth crowd and the vested interests in the alternate energy
promoters.
“We didn’t want the deceitfully labelled Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme, and we don’t
want a new tax labelled “A Price on Carbon”.
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For a brief report by Ray Evans on the unholy alliance of “Baptists and Bootleggers”
supporting more taxes on carbon see:
http://www.quadrant.org.au/blogs/doomed-planet/2010/07/the-price-of-carbon

“Carbon Sense” is a newsletter produced by the Carbon Sense Coalition, an
Australian based organisation which opposes waste of resources, opposes pollution,
and promotes the rational and sustainable use of carbon energy and carbon food.
Please spread “Carbon Sense” around.
For more information visit our web site at www.carbon-sense.com
To Subscribe to Carbon Sense send an email request to: info@carbon-sense.com
Literary, financial or other contributions to help our cause are welcomed.
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